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From bestselling author, Donna Hill comes
an evocative, unforgettable novel about
love, friendship, marriage, adultery...Youll
find out soon enough. So I may as well say
it now. I slept with my best friends
husband. There is no explanation. Not a
real one, anyway, not one that people will
accept, especially people who know
me...But I want to tell my side...Just hear
me out...Asha and Lisa have been best
friends since grade school and they have
always shared everything. A beautiful and
accomplished photographer, Asha never
seems to lack excitement or a man to share
it with. Yet, for a woman who appears to
have it all there is always that something
she needs to make her feel whole...worthy.
Lisa, the good girl, has always dreamed of
the perfect marriage to the perfect husband.
Now she has both with Ross Davis and she
has their future planned to the last, perfect
detail. Ross didnt want to believe that he
and Lisa had married too soon. He didnt
want to believe that each day the man he
thought himself to be was being stripped
away by the woman he loved--leaving him
feeling like a kept man instead of the man
of the house. And then--betrayal. No one
knows how it happened, how they could
have done this to each other. But now,
they each want to tell their side of the
story.As Asha, Lisa and Ross travel down
the road to discovery, you will root for
them, hurt for them, hate them and love
them. But you will never forget them.An
Ordinary Woman is about the betrayal of
the most sacred of trusts. It is about the
that one moment when a single choice will
change lives forever. It is a cautionary tale
that dares to look deep inside the hearts and
minds of the characters involved. Most
importantly, An Ordinary Woman attempts
to answer the question: How?
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Buy Diary Of An Ordinary Woman Book Online at Low Prices in India Diary of an Ordinary Woman has 764
ratings and 93 reviews. From bohemian London to Rome in the 1920s her story moves on to social work and the buil
none An Ordinary Woman: A Novel - Diary Of An Ordinary Woman and over one million other books are available
. From Bohemian literary London to Rome in the twenties, her story moves on to Diary Of An Ordinary Woman Kindle edition by Margaret Forster An Ordinary Woman: A Novel - Donna Hill - Google Books Summary:
Written in diary form, this novel charts the life of Millicent King. From a teenager through to her twilight years, here is a
personal Chronicle of deceptions - Telegraph : Diary of an Ordinary Woman (9780754084471 2 days ago Sun,
23:53:00 GMT amazon: an ordinary woman: a novel (9780312307295): donna hill: books an ordinary woman is about
the. No Ordinary Woman: The Story of Mary Schaffer Warren: Janice A clever book I read in one sitting. What
makes the diary of an Ordinary woman so compulsive? The diarist, Millicent King, is an engaging character with a
Ordinary Woman: Deborah Sowery: 9781516903023: Books An Ordinary Woman by Cecelia Holland - book cover,
description, publication history. Diary Of An Ordinary Woman: : Margaret Forster The NOOK Book (eBook) of
the An Ordinary Woman: A Novel by Donna Hill at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more! An Ordinary
Woman A Novel - No Ordinary Woman: The Story of Mary Schaffer Warren [Janice Sanford Beck] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Artist, photographer, writer Diary of an Ordinary Woman by Margaret Forster
Reviews Diary Of An Ordinary Woman, A Novel by Margaret Forster Published: Chatto and Windus, April 2003
Length: 403 pages (Hardback edition) Diary of an Ordinary Woman - Reading Guide - Book Club - Buy Diary Of
An Ordinary Woman book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read Diary Of An Ordinary Woman book
reviews & author Diary Of An Ordinary Woman eBook: Margaret Forster: Commitment and betrayal are the
themes of this gracefully written novel by the author of Rhythms. Lisa Holden and Asha Woods have been Diary Of An
Ordinary Woman, A Novel by Margaret Forster A Review Diary of an Ordinary Woman is a beautifully crafted
novel about the cost of war. Millicent King, the journal-keeper of Forsters title, is not so none Look inside this book. An
Ordinary Woman: A Novel by [Hill, Donna] From bestselling author, Donna Hill comes an evocative, unforgettable
novel about love, An Ordinary Woman by Donna Hill Reviews, Discussion An Ordinary Woman has 164 ratings
and 10 reviews. Tangee said: Donna Hill has taken a stereotypical plot of a story (cheating/adultery) and has made it h
Diary Of An Ordinary Woman eBook: Margaret Forster: Flitting desultorily looking for an interesting book to
pick up at the second edition of buy books by the kilo sale, I chanced upon Margaret An Ordinary Woman by Cecelia
Holland - Fantastic Fiction - 36 sec - Uploaded by W. Byramcovenant kept the novel - Duration: 0:58. victoria
Garafola 17 views 0:58. In Someone Diary of an Ordinary Woman - Wikipedia Editorial Reviews. Review.
Margaret Forsters books hold you in their grip and linger in the A triumph of resolution and evocation, this is a
beautifully observed story of an ordinary womans life - a narrative where every word rings true. An Ordinary Woman:
A Dramatized Biography of Nancy - Goodreads From bestselling author, Donna Hill comes an evocative,
unforgettable novel about love, friendship, marriage, adultery Youll find out soon enough. So I may Diary of an
Ordinary Woman by Margaret Forster - Review. The extraordinary story of an extraordinary woman living in
extraordinary times, told through the simple literary device of a personal journal. Millicent An Ordinary Woman: A
Novel by Donna Hill NOOK Book (eBook But now, they each want to tell their side of the Asha, Lisa and An
Ordinary Woman is about the betrayal of the most sacred of trusts. Book Review : Diary of an Ordinary Woman
PlainGeets Like many other readers I initially thought Diary of an Ordinary Woman was a real diary and I was
disappointed to discover that it is in fact a novel. : An Ordinary Woman: A Dramatized Biography of Ordinary
Woman: Deborah Sowery: 9781516903023: Books - . The reader is allowed into the thoughts of Liz and Edie
throughout the story along
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